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Abstract. Model driven engineering (MDE) is a proven approach to improve software 

development processes by automation. However, traditional development of MDE tooling 

requires a high upfront cost. Recent developments in language workbench technologies 

promise to significantly reduce these investment costs. By providing domain experts with 

targeted projections, the speed and quality of delivering customer value is improved. This 

paper provides results from an industrial case study in the telecommunications domain and 

compares the value of using a language workbench to traditional MDE technologies. Our 

results, using the Intentional Domain Workbench, indicate that applying a language 

workbench promises significant improvements in several aspects of MDE based software 

development. Most notably in this paper: (1) improved speed in development of domain 

specific tooling and (2) improved speed in software development process re-engineering. 
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Abstract. Model driven engineering (MDE) is a proven approach to improve 

software development processes by automation. However, traditional develop-

ment of MDE tooling requires a high upfront cost. Recent developments in lan-

guage workbench technologies promise to significantly reduce these investment 

costs. By providing domain experts with targeted projections, the speed and 

quality of delivering customer value is improved. This paper provides results 

from an industrial case study in the telecommunications domain and compares 

the value of using a language workbench to traditional MDE technologies. Our 

results, using the Intentional Domain Workbench, indicate that applying a lan-

guage workbench promises significant improvements in several aspects of 

MDE based software development. Most notably in this paper: (1) improved 

speed in development of domain specific tooling and (2) improved speed in 

software development process re-engineering. 

Keywords: language workbench, domain-specific language, model-driven en-

gineering, case study 

1 Introduction 

Model-driven engineering (MDE) is a software engineering paradigm that addresses 

the problem of increasing complexity of software by abstraction and transformation. 

With MDE, domain experts use modeling languages which express domain notations 

in order to model abstractions for specific problems. As MDE received wider recogni-

tion in the field of software engineering, a plethora of modeling tools were intro-

duced. 

First generation modeling tools were characterized by MDE through domain spe-

cific model driven development tools, and realized by an external tool vendor using 

conventional programming languages, e.g., Simulink [1], Rational Rose Realtime [2] 

and Rhapsody [3]. In first generation modeling tools, meta-models, editors, and trans-

formations were typically concealed, data formats typically proprietary, and platform 

adaptations typically provided by the vendor. 

Second generation modeling tools made meta-models and transformations first 

class artifacts. Modeling tools of this generation followed standards to an increasing 

degree, and users of these tools could define their own model transformations. The 



 

 

second generation modeling tools were characterized by the Eclipse Modeling 

Framework [4].  

Third generation modeling tools addressed the high development cost of imple-

menting DSLs and were characterized by complete IDE solutions in which modeling 

languages can be realized "in a day or two". Examples of this generation are Mi-

crosoft Visual Studio DSL Toolkit [5] and Metaedit [6]. 

Recently, a new type of tool has emerged which is an evolution of third generation 

modeling tools. Language workbenches with projectional editor provide editable and 

synchronized views of models, specifically tailored for users in specific domains 

[7][8]. Language workbenches promise to significantly reduce the development effort 

of constructing DSL applications and improving the speed in software development 

through tailored projections for domain experts. To our knowledge, there are no pub-

lished studies that, in an industrial context, investigate the values that language work-

bench technology can provide to MDE based software development processes such as 

cost, usability, end-to-end speed, error prevention and so on, compared to existing 

MDE solutions.  

This thesis presents an industrial case study which investigates how language 

workbench technology can improve MDE based software development processes, in 

telecommunication systems development. 

The research problem and related research questions are the following: 

RP: How can language workbenches improve MDE based software development 

processes? 

 RQ1: What process qualities (e.g.  speed, cost, usability) may language work-

benches improve in the context of interface modeling within large scale embedded 

system development? 

 RQ2: How do X compare between traditional MDE solutions and language work-

bench solutions., with X ranging over development cost, end-to-end speed for 

change requests, usability, and other factors found in RQ1, in the context of inter-

face modeling within large scale embedded system development? 

The case study applied a language workbench (the Intentional Domain Workbench 

from Intentional Software) to re-engineer an existing development process for inter-

face definitions. To evaluate the language workbench approach, the study also com-

pared the development effort of creating a DSL application for interface definition 

development using a language workbench, with that of a development process based 

on the Eclipse Modeling Framework. In addition, a usability study was conducted to 

assess the values gained from using the language workbench approach of users in the 

development process. 

The paper is structured as follows: Chapter 2 lays the theoretical foundation of the 

concepts used in this thesis including software interface development and language 

workbench technology in particular the Intentional Domain Workbench; Chapter 3 

presents the research methodology including the design of the case study at Ericsson 

AB; Chapter 4, outlines the results of the studies; finally, chapter 5 and 6 discuss the 

results, recommendations and conclusion drawn from the study. 



 

 

2 Background Theory 

This chapter covers the relevant theory of the concepts used in subsequent chapters of 

this thesis report. 

 

2.1 Software Interfaces In Telecom Management Network 

In a telecom management network, network management systems (NMS) are used for 

monitoring and controlling network resources, for example radio base stations [9]. In 

current practices, NMS are realized using an object oriented approach where an object 

information model provides abstract representations for the entities in a network [10]. 

These abstract representations, managed objects, encapsulate the underlying network 

resources and expose software interfaces which NMS require in order to handle oper-

ations requested by an operator. Figure 1 illustrates an NMS and several radio base 

stations as managed objects in a network. An operator terminal is used to control and 

monitor the network resources through an NMS. 

The different interface development environments address two different types of 

software interfaces: external interfaces which specify the interaction between radio 

base stations and the NMS, and Internal interfaces which specify the interaction be-

tween the software components within the radio base station. When new features are 

requested or changes are made to the underlying network resource, the external and/or 

internal software interfaces might need to be updated to reflect these changes.  

 

Fig. 1. Software interfaces in a telecom management network 

2.2 Language Workbenches 

Language workbenches denote a category of tools that according to Fowler [11] “im-

plement language oriented programming (LOP)”. Language oriented programming is 

based on the concept of allowing developers to easily define reusable and interopera-

ble domain-specific languages (DSLs) [12].  Fowler, who coined the term language 



 

 

workbench, defined the required characteristics that language workbenches shall ex-

hibit [11]: “ 

 Users can freely define new languages which are fully integrated with each other. 

 The primary source of information is a persistent abstract representation. 

 Language designers define a DSL in three main parts: schema, editor(s), and gen-

erator(s). 

 Language users manipulate a DSL through a projectional editor. 

 A language workbench can persist incomplete or contradictory information in its 

abstract representation. “ 

Voelter [13] further extended these characteristics with the ability to develop com-

plete programs and the addition of tool support such as code completion, syntax high-

lighting and debugger. 

In essence a language workbench is a platform where interoperable DSLs can be 

specified and used to create domain specific encodings which are then generated to 

artifacts. An overview of language workbench technology is shown in Figure 2. As 

MDE tools [14] are based on the similar idea of using DSLs as modeling language 

and transformation to generate artifacts, language workbenches can be applied in the 

context of model-driven software development. The key advantages of using language 

workbenches in such a context are the benefits provided by a projectional editor. A 

projectional editor enables the creation of editable views of a user defined model. 

These views can be tailored for specific domains allowing domain users to encode 

their solution in notations they find most suitable. 

 

Fig. 2. Overview of language workbench technology 

Intentional Domain Workbench.  

The Intentional Domain Workbench (IDW) is a commercial language workbench 

developed by Intentional Software.  The Intentional Domain workbench is targeted 

towards business users by providing projectional editors which allow manipulation of 

models described with DSLs in textual, tabular and graphical notation [15]. The core 

elements of a DSLs application, Knowledge Workbench, developed using IDW con-



 

 

sists of: domain schemas, corresponding to the abstract syntax (meta-model) of DSLs; 

domain code, models described using DSLs; projections, the editable views provided 

by projectional editors; validation rules, which express the constraints of DSLs; and 

generators, which given domain code (model) produces code for specific target plat-

forms. 

2.3 Usability Problem Taxonomy 

The Usability Problem Taxonomy (UPT) is a framework for classifying and analyzing 

usability problems of graphical user interface applications [16]. UPT facilitates the 

process of analyzing usability problems by categorizing in problem clusters. Problem 

clusters can then be used to identify global problems and outliers, enable problem 

analysis in different abstraction levels to identify contradictions and tradeoffs and 

finally, provide problem prioritization based on UPT distributions and severity. The 

framework includes a problem categorization which consists of two components: an 

Artifact component and a Task component. The artifact component is related to issues 

when “users interacts with individual user interface objects” while the task component 

is related to issues of “how a user task is structured on the system (task mapping) and 

the system’s ability to help the user follow the task structure and return to the task 

when a deviant path has been taken”. Each component is structured as a hierarchy 

containing primary categories and subcategories. Figure 3 [16] shows an overview of 

the categories of the UPT. Descriptions of the primary categories are listed below. For 

more details regarding the categories, see [16] [17]. 

Artifact Component.  

Visualness 

The visualness category is a related to the user interface; how users view user inter-

face objects (UIO). This includes the appearance and layout of UIOs, how infor-

mation and feedback of user queries are presented. 

Language 

The language category is related to problems which users have with the under-

standing of the terminology that is presented in the user interface. 

Manipulation 

The manipulation category is related to problems when users are manipulating 

UIOs. This category includes problems with direct manipulation, viewing and under-

standing of visual cues.  

Task Component.  

Task-mapping 

The task-mapping category is related to “how well user tasks are mapped to the 

system” [16]. This category includes problems concerning the functionality for sup-

porting a user task, how well the user can navigate and interact with the system. 

 

 



 

 

Task-facilitation 

The task-facilitation category is related to how well the system supports the user 

when the user is performing task on the system. This category includes among others: 

error recovery, task/function automation, keeping the user on track and error preven-

tion. 

 

 

Fig. 3. The Usability Problem Taxonomy [16] 

2.4 Semantic Gap 

In language processing theory the semantic gap refers to [18] “the difference in mean-

ing between constructs formed within different representation systems”. In a software 

engineering context, semantic gaps occur in the mapping of high level domain 

knowledge to machine processable construct expressed in some proper programming 

language.  Figure 4 [18] shows an example of the manifestation of semantic gaps 

between the constructs to express a mathematical formula in a machine processable 

construct. Problems caused by semantic gaps consist of increased development effort 



 

 

[19] and reduced software quality [19] due to communication issues between domain 

experts and software developers [18]. 

 

 

 
Fig. 4. Semantic gaps manifest in the difference of the constructs expressed in differ-

ent representation systems [18].  

3 Research Methods  

This chapter presents the research methods used in this study. An overview of the 

research methods is given in Figure 5. The research strategy in this study is case study 

research, with software processes for model based interface specifications being the 

unit of analysis. Research methods employed were semi-structured interviews for data 

collection on needs; qualitative analysis for identification of desirable qualities of 

interface modeling processes and tools; proof of concept implementation of and IDW-

based solution;  usability study  to see to which degree language workbenches can 

fulfill the desirable needs and possess desired qualities; qualitative data collection and 

qualitative analysis to estimate and compare the efforts of using traditional MDE 

versus using language workbenches —- efforts for implementing the tools as well as 

using them.  



 

 

 

Fig. 5. Overview of the Research Methods 

3.1 Research Site and Informants 

The case study was conducted at Ericsson AB, a worldwide corporation which pro-

vides telecommunication solutions for network operators. Ericsson AB is divided into 

business units targeting different areas within the telecommunication domain. Our 

case was a particular MDE based software development process for interface defini-

tions used within the business unit Networks. The process is widely used within the 

unit, and utilizes a flora of second generation MDE tools and technologies. The study 

focused mainly on two specific software interface domains and its associated tooling. 

Both use an MDE approach to automate the transformation of the interfaces to de-

ployable artifacts. Although users of the current environments find them useful, there 

are several opportunities to increase speed and quality to strengthen the business 

units’ competitive advantage on the market. 

The roles of informants in the case study include tool developers and users of both 

the EMF-based and IDW-based environments: a tool developer and a domain expert 

from one domain; a tool developer from the other. One domain expert involved with 

both domains. The informants are well-versed in the field of modeling while only 

developers have practical experience of using the specific tools of the studied MDE 

based development processes. None of the informant had previous experience with 

IDW.  



 

 

3.2 Data Collection 

Data was primarily collected from archival data and through qualitative enquiry from 

stakeholder needs. Semi-structured stakeholder meetings were conducted to under-

stand the domain and the context in which MDE is applied in their current develop-

ment process. Stakeholder meetings were held separately for each interface domain 

with at least one person. The meetings were conducted during the period January-May 

2013 and the duration of the meetings varied from 40 minutes up to 1 hour.  

Archival data was included as data source in the form of guideline documents, 

software design documents and work artifacts produced by stakeholders involved in 

the studied context. Furthermore, semi-structured interviews with the informants of 

different roles were conducted in order to gain a better understanding of the specific 

aspects mentioned in the stakeholder meetings. The duration of an interview lasted for 

approximately 1 hour and was held during the same time period as the stakeholder 

meetings. Interviews were audio recorded and field notes were taken. 

3.3 Data Analysis 

The analysis started with transcription of the recordings and field notes taken during 

interviews and stakeholder meetings, as well as documentation from both Ericsson 

and Intentional Software. From the transcripts, we identified keywords and phrases, 

mentioned by the informants that caused inhibiting effects on the studied MDE based 

development process. These keywords and phrases were then categorized based on 

their effect on different aspects on the studied development process such as speed and 

quality. Based on the result of the categorization, we identified different types of in-

hibitors, the reason for these inhibitors and how the inhibitors mapped to the different 

roles involved in the studied process.  From archival data, we extracted additional 

information regarding the roles, artifacts and activities that are part of the studied 

development process. This data was used to validate and complement the information 

gathered from the interviews and stakeholder meetings.  

We then identified features and concepts of language workbenches that would ad-

dress the possible causes found in the analysis of the interview. This mapping, be-

tween the causes for the inhibitors and the features of language workbench technolo-

gy, was used as specification for a demonstrator which we iteratively developed using 

the Intentional Domain Workbench (see 3.4 Proof of Concept Implementation). Based 

on the features provided by the demonstrator, a new process for software interface 

development was designed. 

3.4 Proof of Concept Implementation 

A demonstrator for external interface definition for the studied development process 

was developed using the Intentional Domain Workbench. The mapping between in-

hibitors of process qualities and features of language workbench technology (see sec-

tion 3.3) were used as specification for the demonstrator which was developed by two 

research students with no prior experience of IDW. The demonstrator was, for each 



 

 

activity of the development process, compared in a step-by-step fashion to the studied 

MDE based software development process. The output artifacts of the demonstrator 

were compared to corresponding artifacts produced by the current tooling environ-

ment. 

3.5 Development Effort Estimation 

A qualitative comparison of the development effort of constructing the demonstrator 

was made between the Intentional Domain Workbench (IDW) and the current tooling 

environment based on Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF). The comparison was 

based on expert estimations [20] for the EMF-based approach and actual development 

effort for the IDW approach. The estimates for the EMF-based approach with addi-

tional customized plugins were given by three tool developers in the interface do-

mains in three separate sessions with duration of one hour per session. The tool de-

velopers were asked to use a bottom-up approach [21] to fulfill the values provided by 

the demonstrator. They would then proceed with breaking down the value to concrete 

tasks and provide an estimate in person weeks.  

The estimates were subject to a number of constraints. First, estimators were in-

structed to give estimates for a tool developer with basic knowledge in EMF, Eclipse 

plugin development and interface definition development. Second, in case a EMF-

plugin was used, they would need to include the time it would take to familiarize with 

the plugin. A template listing the constraints and instructions were used to aid the 

estimators (see Appendix A). Furthermore, in order to maximize the accuracy of the 

provided estimates, a subset of Jørgensen’s [21] expert estimation guidelines were 

applied on the design of the estimation. Specifically, to reduce situational and human 

biases the estimation sessions were designed to address: 

 Avoidance of high evaluation pressure 

Monetary awards and other incentive were not given to the estimators in order to 

avoid evaluation pressure. In addition, the estimators were selected from an interface 

definition domain with no relation to the one in the studied context. Furthermore, the 

demonstrator was presented as a proof of concept implementation not for actual de-

ployment.  

 Estimators were asked to justify and criticize their estimates 

At the end of the estimate session, the estimators were asked to criticize the estimates. 

Afterwards, they were presented with the opportunity to change their estimates. 

 Use documented data from previous development tasks 

During the estimation session, the estimators were asked to relate to any existing data 

of development effort from previous development tasks.  

 Estimate Experts with Domain Background 



 

 

The estimators were tool developers with significant experience of the current tooling 

environment, specifically EMF and Eclipse plugin development. In addition, the de-

velopers also possessed extensive domain knowledge of interface definition develop-

ment.  

3.6 Usability Study 

The objectives for the usability study are threefold: first, to collect quantitative and 

qualitative data to determine the influences of using the demonstrator, MOM Work-

bench, on process qualities of an interface development process, RBS MOM process; 

second, to identify usability issues related to the MOM Workbench and the Intention-

al Domain Workbench; finally, to provide recommendations for improvement of the 

identified usability issues. 

From the objectives, the usability test was designed to investigate the following 

questions: 

 How easily do users get started on defining a delta MOM in the MOM workbench? 

 How easily and successfully do users complete the task of defining changes in a 

delta MOM? 

 How well does the MOM workbench support the goals of users? i.e. Does the 

MOM workbench match their mental model of how a tool should behave? 

 What are the users’ experiences of the MOM Workbench with respect to viewing, 

defining and assessing changes to MOM, compared to the current way of working?  

Usability Measures.  

The usability evaluation measures are a combination of quantitative and qualitative 

measurements consisting of user comments during testing session and from inter-

views, post-scenario questionnaires and observations.  The measurements are listed as 

following: 

 Number of participants completing a scenario. 

 Number of participants failing to complete a scenario. 

 Rating of level of difficulties of scenario in the post-scenario questionnaire. 

 Observation of behavior during test session. 

 Verbal comments when think out loud. 

 Post-scenario questionnaire answers. 

 Post-briefing interview answers. 

Usability Analysis.  

From the data collected in the usability sessions, usability problems were identified 

based on issues the participant had while interacting with the MOM Workbench. The 

identified usability problems were then categorized according to the Usability Prob-

lem Taxonomy [16], severity and origin [22]. Origin ratings were given based on the 

experience of the MOM Workbench developers and were in addition, confirmed with 



 

 

a developer of the tool platform vendor, Intentional Software. Severity ratings were 

based on user observations, comments and the outcome of the scenarios in the usabil-

ity test session. 

Test Environment and Equipment.  

The usability test was conducted both locally at the site of the participants at Ericsson 

Lindholmen and remotely through video-conference with users located in Ericsson’s 

offices in Sweden. In the case where the usability tests were conducted remotely, the 

participants remote controlled the demonstrator which was running on the same lap-

top that was used in the local test environment. 

 

Local Test Site at Ericsson Lindholmen: 

 Laptop configuration (Windows 7, LAN network connection) 

 Keyboard and mouse 

 19” Monitor, 1280x800 resolution 

 Audio recorder 

Remote Test Site: 

 Laptop configuration (Windows 7, LAN network connection) 

 Mouse 

 15” Monitor, 1280x800 resolution 

 Audio recorder 

 Video-conference equipment (40” Display, HD camera, microphone) 

 Microsoft Lync for remote control of the MOM workbench 

User Profiles.  

User profiles were defined based on the analysis of the interview data from users in 

the RBS MOM process, a software interface development process (see section 4.1). 

The user profiles are listed in Table 1. The characteristics of the profiles were used for 

user recruitment in order to ensure that the target group is representative of the actual 

users.  

Table 1. User profiles for the usability test of the MOM Workbench. 

Role Characteristics 

Feature developer  No or minimal experience of using modeling tools. 

 Must have significant domain knowledge of MOM. 

 Must have experience of defining a delta MOM. 

 No experience of language workbenches. 

Modeling expert  

(part of review group) 

 Some experience of using modeling tools. 

 No experience of language workbenches. 



 

 

 Optional: Domain knowledge of MOM. 

 Optional: Experience of defining delta MOM. 

Domain expert  

(part of review group) 

 No or minimal experience of using modeling tools. 

 No experience of language workbenches. 

 Must have significant domain knowledge of MOM. 

 Must have significant experience of defining delta 

MOM. 

Model developer  Must have experience of using modeling tools. 

 No experience of language workbenches. 

 Optional: Domain knowledge of MOM. 

 Optional: Experience of defining delta MOM. 

Test Scenarios.  

The participants were given six scenarios to complete on the MOM Workbench. The 

scenarios are listed below. The scenarios were given one at a time to the participant 

who was asked to think-out aloud while performing the scenario. 

 

Participants 

Five users of the RBS MOM process participated in the study. A user may have 

tasks that spans across several roles in the process. However, users were asked to rank 

their primary and secondary roles. Table 2 describes the participants and their roles in 

the RBS MOM Process. 

Table 2. Participants and their roles. 

Participant Roles (Rank is given from left to right) 

P1 Feature Developer, Domain Expert 

P2 Feature Developer, Domain Expert 

P3 Model Developer, Modeling Expert 

P4 Modeling Expert 

P5 Feature Developer, Domain Expert 

 

Session Outline 

A test session lasted for approximately 85 minutes including the following: 

 Introduction: 5 minutes 

 Training: 25 minutes 



 

 

 Task scenarios with post-scenario questionnaires: 45 minutes 

 Post-test debriefing: 10 minutes 

Introduction (5 minutes) 

The moderator welcomes the participants and explains the purpose of the usability 

study and how it relates to thesis study. Next, the moderator informs the user about 

the test environment outlines the session and asks the user to think-out aloud when 

performing task scenarios. After answering questions, the moderator proceeds with 

the training session. 

 

Training (25 minutes) 

The training session consists of introduction to the concepts related to navigation 

and selection using the Intentional Domain Workbench. The training is performed on 

an example workbench, Entity Workbench, unrelated to the MOM Workbench. Each 

concept is followed by an exercise where the concept is exemplified. 

 

Post-scenario questionnaire 

The participant was asked to complete a questionnaire after each scenario. The 

questionnaire was done through an online survey. The questionnaire was designed to 

assess the user satisfaction among usability aspects of the MOM Workbench accord-

ing to categories in the UPT. Table 3 shows the mapping between the questions in the 

questionnaire and UPT categories. 

Table 3. Categorization of post-scenario questionnaire. 

 Question 1st Category 2nd Category 

S1.1 Understanding the workbench layout Visualness Task-mapping 

S1.2 Understanding the workbench termi-

nology (words, name of element, icons, 

etc) 

Visualness Language 

S1.3 Understanding the first step you need to 

do to define a delta MOM 

Manipulation Task-mapping 

S2.1 Task (Add a new delta MOM and set it 

as current) 

Manipulation Task-mapping 

S3.1 Task (Define changes in a delta MOM) Manipulation Task-mapping 

S3.2 Understanding the procedures of defin-

ing a delta MOM 

Visualness Task-mapping 



 

 

S3.3 Understanding the presentation of 

changes in MOM 

Visualness Task-facilitation 

S3.4 The projections are helpful in viewing 

the changes I defined in delta MOM 

Visualness Task-facilitation 

S4.1 Task (View different delta MOMs) Manipulation Task-mapping 

S4.2 Overall ease or difficulty of comparing 

changes in different delta MOMs 

Visualness Task-facilitation 

S4.3 This feature of MOM workbench is 

helpful to preview changes in different 

delta MOMs? 

Visualness Task-facilitation 

 

Scenario 1: First Impressions  

You want to add a new feature to RBS. In order to implement the feature, you need 

to define a delta MOM which will contain a set of changes to the current MOM mod-

el. Now you will use MOM workbench to create an empty delta MOM. 

What you see in front of you is a model file ”Test Model” containing a subset of 

the APC MOM and a deltaMOM “DMOM SV2310” 

Take a moment to look at the layout of the MOM workbench without changing an-

ything (You may click and navigate around). After you have familiarized yourself 

with the workbench, please tell us: What do you think you would do on the MOM 

workbench to create an empty delta MOM? 

 

Scenario 2: Creating a new delta MOM 

You are going to define a delta document for the new feature. You want to 1) cre-

ate a delta MOM in the model, 2) give its name as dmom_20130417, and 3) set it as 

current delta MOM. Then save the document. 

 

Scenario 3: Specifying changes and editing experiences 

Now you want to define changes to the newly created delta MOM. Your delta 

MOM contains the following changes: 

1. You want to add a new Action with following data: 

Class: SSysConfiguration 

Action Name: configureSupportSystem  

Description: Configures the support system. 

ReturnType: void 

Raised Exceptions: SupportSystemConfigurationFailed  

IsTransactionRequired: True 



 

 

2. Now you want to change the type of a Struct Member, ‘measured ElapsedTime’ 

to: 

Datatype: MoString 

Range: min: 1 

   max: 99 

3. In the end, you want to delete an enum member, UNDEFINED, from enum Bat-

teryTestState. 

Scenario 4: Comparing delta MOMs 

You find that there exists another delta MOM that realizes the same feature with 

different a solution. Now you want view the changes in that delta MOM applied to the 

model “Test Model”. Set DMOM_SV2310 to current delta MOM and display the 

changes in the model “Test Model”. 

 

Scenario 5: Comparison between delta MOM projection and current way of viewing 

changes using Excel spreadsheet 

Open the Excel template for delta MOM without clicking on anything. Tell us what 

you think of this template compared to the MOM workbench 

 

Scenario 6: Comparison between MOM projection and current way of viewing MOM 

using HTML 

Open the HTML-file of the APC MOM and navigate around. Tell us what you 

think of this view compared to the MOM workbenches 

 

Post-test debriefing (10 minutes) 

The post-test debriefing was conducted with the goal of collecting the participant’s 

overall impression of using the demonstrator. The participant was also asked about 

the usefulness of the MOM Workbench.  

4 Result 

This chapter presents results from the analysis of the conducted case- and usability 

study. First, the current process of software interface development is presented to-

gether with identified inhibitors. Then, we describe how a demonstrator based on 

IDW, addresses the identified inhibitors. We also present a comparison of develop-

ment effort of constructing a technical equivalent of the demonstrator based on the 

current tooling environment in the studied case. Quotes have been taken from the 

interviews, stakeholder meetings and usability testing sessions in order to strengthen 

our claims presented in subsequent sections. Minor changes have been made to the 

quotes in order to make them more readable. 

 

4.1 Current Process 

Roles.  



 

 

The development of software interfaces involves mainly the roles listed below.  

Feature developers are responsible for defining requirements on interface model 

which fulfill requested features.  Feature developers have knowledge on solving prob-

lems in the telecom domain. Although many of them are familiar with modeling, few 

have knowledge in using MDE tools. 

The Review group consists of two types of reviewers: domain experts and model-

ing experts. Domain experts validates that the proposed changes satisfy requested 

features, while the modeling experts make sure that the proposed changes follow the 

principles of the design of interface model. The group reviews a set of delta docu-

ments at weekly meetings and can reject the change request with feedback. 

Model developers integrate the changes in delta documents to the interface model 

using an EMF-based modeling tool.  Contrary to feature developers, model develop-

ers have a stronger background in model driven engineering with knowledge in using 

MDE tools, while less knowledgeable about the problem domain. 

Artifacts.  

An Interface Model is a model describing the software interfaces in radio base sta-

tions. The interface model is defined using an UML-profile based meta-model in an 

EMF-based modeling tool. All entities in the interface model need to follow the de-

sign rules which are constraints from the problem domain. 

Delta document contains a set of proposed changes to the interface model. The del-

ta document describes what to be changed in the software interfaces. Each change 

refers to requirements of a specific feature. Thus one delta document represents one 

possible solution for realizing the requested feature. Several delta documents can be 

proposed as solutions to realize a certain feature. The delta documents are stored as 

spreadsheets or text documents which are not interpretable by the current interface 

development environment. 

Deliverables are automatically transformed from the interface model(s) using an 

EMF-based modeling tool. Deliverables are stored as structured text or binary files, 

which are input to different deployment processes. 

Development Process. 

Figure 6 presents the current software interface development process in the case 

study. As shown in the figure, an MDE based approach is adopted to automate the 

transformation from the interface model to deliverables ready for deployment. 

  



 

 

 

Fig. 6. Software interface development process for radio base stations 

We illustrate the current development process with an example in order to explain 

the roles, the interactions between the roles and the activities in the process. Consider 

the development of software components in radio base stations in the context of net-

work management. Usually, during the development of software components, chang-

es are requested for reasons such as changing needs in the market. Once change re-

quests are accepted for the next release of the software components, the change re-

quests are analyzed for feasibility from a technical point of view. In this specific ex-

ample, let us consider a request for a new feature. 

First, feature developers who are responsible for the particular feature analyze the 

changes that are required to the existing software component. If there is a need to 

make changes to the component, the component’s software interface must also be 

changed in order to support the feature (1). This is done by the feature developers 

who define a set of changes in a delta document. In the specific context of the study, 

the software interfaces of the components are defined as models using a UML based 

modeling tool. 

Once the feature developers are satisfied with their solution, the delta document is 

evaluated by a review group responsible for the affected software component inter-

faces. The review group evaluates a certain number of delta documents in a review 

meeting (2). In a review meeting, the review group validates the proposed changes 

according to predefined design rules and assesses the maturity level of the delta doc-

uments. At the end of the review meeting, the review group makes the decision 

whether to approve the reviewed delta documents or not. If the delta document did not 

pass the review, feedback is sent to the responsible feature developers who may de-

cide to refine the delta document to be considered in the next review meeting. 

After a delta document gets approved, the document will be handed over to model 

developers. The model developers are responsible for manually integrating the chang-

es in the delta documents to the interface model using specific modeling tools (3). 

Once the delta documents are integrated to the model, automatic transformations (4) 

can be invoked to obtain the deliverables which are then used in the deployment of 

the new version of the software component. 



 

 

4.2 Inhibitors in the Software Interface Process Development 

From analysis of the interview data, inhibitors (see Table 4) were identified in the 

current development process. 

Table 4. Inhibitors in the Software Interface Process Development 

 Inhibitor 

IH1 Semantic gap between delta document and the interface model 

IH2 Manual transformations 

IH3 Assess impact of change requests to the interface model 

IH4 No traceability between interface model and requirements 

IH5 Inhibitor: Dependency on modeling tooling expertise 

 

(IH1) Inhibitor: Semantic gap between delta document and the interface model 

Feature developers specify changes to the interface model through delta docu-

ments. The specification of changes is expressed using concepts in the interface do-

main which is represented as natural language in a delta document. To implement the 

changes to the actual model, model developers need to translate these changes to con-

cepts in the modeling tool. This semantic gap causes communication problems be-

tween feature developers and model developers which increase the development time. 

A feature developer expressed the following: 

“The persons creating delta MOM are not working with the actual models. 

So maybe they can explain in text what they want to be changed. Then there 

is another person who is supposed to interpret the change. It can happen 

that the model developer goes back to the feature developers and say: What 

do you mean by this?”.  

This is further confirmed by a model developer:  

“Not everyone is used to the delta document. Perhaps we need some kind of 

intermediate format to make discussions easier.” 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

(IH2) Inhibitor: Manual transformations 

In the current development process, artifacts, namely the delta document and the 

interface document are stored in different data formats. Currently, no automatic trans-

formation exists between the data formats. For example, when changes defined in a 

delta document are to be integrated to an interface model, the integration is done 

manually by model developers. Both model developers and domain experts find the 

process of manual integration tedious and error prone. One review group member 

said:  



 

 

“The quality of delta document is a problem. One of our task is to check 

spelling mistakes. [...]There are several spreadsheets in a delta document. It 

is so easy to make mistakes during implementation to the interface model”. 

 

 (IH3) Inhibitor: Assess impact of change requests to the interface model 

In order to assess the changes, feature developers and the review group rely on in-

formation that is stored in two separate files: the delta document and the interface 

model. Typically, a feature developer or a review group member needs to create a 

mental model and then apply the changes to this mental model to assess the impact of 

the changes. One of the domain experts explains the process as the follows:  

“For example, a proposed change is to add a new attribute to a class. When 

the review group assess this proposed change, they need to check if the at-

tribute is already visible somewhere else, whether it is proper to do that. In 

order to assess that, people need to remember the interface model in mind”. 

This is an activity that requires experience and becomes even more difficult if the 

interface model is large and complex. The same domain expert said:  

“For someone not familiar with the interface model, it is difficult to navigate 

in the model”.  Domain experts also expressed difficulties in assessing which ele-

ments of an interface model are affected by a certain change:  

“A good idea would be...for a certain change, which elements in the inter-

face model are affected.” 

 

(IH4) Inhibitor: No traceability between interface model and requirements 

In the current development process, requirements of features are not modeled in 

the interface model. Instead a change in a delta document contains references by 

name stored as a string, to requirements. As a consequence, when changes of a delta 

document are integrated into an interface model, references to requirements are lost. 

Traceability of requirements is import in the review of delta documents, especially in 

cases where the review group compares a specific delta document with alternative 

delta documents:  

“It is interesting to keep requirement and feature information. For example, 

when the review group assess a delta document, they want to know if this so-

lution had been proposed before and its alternative solutions to the same 

problem”.  

Currently, a review group member needs to rely on memory to find changes in al-

ternative and previous delta documents that are related to certain requirements. 

 

(IH5) Inhibitor: Dependency on modeling tooling expertise 

In the current development process, the integration of changes in a delta document 

is done by model developers with expertise in a certain modeling tool. As several 

delta documents can be reviewed at the same time, the number of model developers 

may become a bottleneck in situations where the rate of processed delta documents 

are higher than the rate with which model developers can integrate delta document 

changes. A domain expert in a review group phrased it as:  



 

 

“[The number of] Model developers would be a bottleneck in the process if 

the workload is high”.  

A wider adoption of the current tooling among domain experts is also not likely 

due to the cost of training and deployment of the tooling. 

4.3 A Knowledge Workbench for Software Interface Development(KWSID) 

Our solution to address the inhibitors in the current development process is a 

Knowledge Workbench, for definition of software interfaces (KWSID) with follow-

ing features (Table 5): 

Table 5. Features of a KWSID 

 Features 

KWF1 DSLs for Software Interface Development 

KWF2 Defining delta in interface model 

KWF3 Tailored Projections 

KWF4 Previewing changes in delta on interface model 

KWF5 Validation of domain code 

KWF6 Merge delta to interface model 

KWF7 Generator for deliverables 

 

(KWF1) DSLs for Software Interface Development 

The KWSID implements DSLs for specifying software interfaces, in particular 

DSLs the interface model and delta document specification. These DSLs also support 

additional information used by the roles in the development process such as require-

ment traceability in interface models. 

 

(KWF2) Defining delta in interface model 

The KWSID defines a domain schema for containing both interface models and 

delta documents in a single file format. In KWSID, domain code for interface models 

and deltas can be mixed in the same document. The deltas are synchronized with the 

interface models by direct references, thereby providing the ability to directly specify 

changes that are consistent with an interface model. 

 

(KWF3) Tailored Projections 

Each role in the current development process is provided with editable projections 

synchronized with the underlying domain code which means changes made to the 



 

 

domain code through one projection will also be reflected in other projections.  Mod-

ern IDE features to aid the editing experience such as code completion and syntax 

highlighting are also provided by KWSID. 

 

(KWF4) Previewing changes in delta on interface model 

While feature developers are specifying changes in a delta, the changes are pre-

viewed on the interface model. Change markers are supported to indicate the type of 

change, the delta for which the change belongs to and the previous value before the 

change. Currently, changes are only color coded to mark the type of change. For fea-

ture developers, domain experts and modeling developers, the preview capability 

facilitates the process of assessing impact of changes to the resulting interface model. 

Furthermore, KWSID provides the functionality of comparing deltas by selecting 

which delta to preview on an interface model. 

 

(KWF5) Validation of domain code 

Constraints for some of the design rules used by the review group are implemented 

as validation rules in the KWSID. Validation rules are checked continuously while the 

user is editing the KWSID document. 

 

(KWF6) Merge delta to interface model 

In KWSID, model-to-model transformations exist to allow changes in a delta to be 

integrated to the affected interface models. 

 

(KWF7) Generator for deliverables 

KWSID defines generators which specify automatic model-to-text transformations 

from the interface model to the required format of the deliverables. 

4.4 A New Process for Software Interface Development with KWSID 

The KWSID can be applied to the current software interface development process in 

order to address the identified inhibitors. Figure 7 illustrates the new process. 

 

Fig. 7. A new development process enabled by KWSID for software interface development 



 

 

The inhibitor related to manual integration (IH2) is addressed by introducing au-

tomation by (KWF1) and (KWF2). As interface models and changes in a delta docu-

ment are combined in one KWSID document, the changes in a delta document are 

integrated to the interface model by transformations defined in the KWSID. As a 

result, the activity of manual transformation performed by the model developer is 

replaced by automatic transformation. Similarly, the manual transformation done by 

feature developers when defining delta documents is replaced by directly editing the 

KWSID document which may contain domain code for delta documents and the inter-

face model. 

For every role in the development process, KWSID provides tailored projections 

(KWF3) with domain-specific views containing information and commands specifi-

cally targeted to the role. Having tailored projections with editing aid may reduce user 

errors which are related to (IH2). For example, when a feature developer is creating a 

delta document, KWSID provides continues validation (KWF5) in order to restrict the 

feature developer from violating design rules of a certain interface model.  

However, tailored projections are primarily used to address (IH3). The review 

group reviews delta documents with a projection providing preview capability to as-

sess the impact of changes (KWF4). For the review group and feature developers, 

rather than creating a mental model and imagine the applied change, they are given 

graphical and textual visualizations of the changes previewed on the interface model. 

In addition, the review group is provided with the ability to comment changes, trace 

requirements to elements in interface model and set the maturity level of delta docu-

ments. This type of information is preserved for later use in the discussions of the 

review group (IH4).  

The KWSID reduces the workload of model developers (IH5) due to effects of 

(KWF3, KWF6, and KWF7). The model developer role has changed from manually 

integrating delta document to maintaining the KWSID. KWSID provides a targeted 

projection (KWF3) which summarizes the changes in a delta document (KWF2). In 

the same projection, automatic transformation (KWF6) can be invoked to integrate 

the changes to the model. The integrated model can then be transformed into deliver-

ables of chosen data formats. In effect, the features related to the model developer 

eliminates the need for a using a specialized modeling tool for integration of delta to 

the interface model. 

Table 6. Comparison between the current development process and the new devel-

opment process enabled by KWSID 

Role Current Software Interface 

Development Process 

New Software Interface De-

velopment Process with KWSID 

Feature 

Developer 
 Specifies changes in struc-

tured text with no reference to 

actual interface model 

 Assesses impact of changes 

on interface model using a 

mental model. 

 Specifies changes in a preview 

mode which shows how the 

changes will affect the inter-

face model, and with automatic 

validation.  

 Assesses changes through pro-



 

 

jections showing previews of 

how the changes will affect the 

interface model. 

Review 

Group 
 Manually validate design 

rules. 

 Assess impact of changes with 

mental model. 

 Has no traceability support 

from requirements to the in-

terface model. 

 Assess changes through projec-

tions previewing how the 

changes will affect the inter-

face model. 

 Has traceability of require-

ments. 

 Adds information which re-

view group is preserved in the 

interface model. 

 Validates input 

Model 

Developer 
 Manually integrates changes 

using modeling tool. 

 Generates deliverables from 

models by automatic trans-

formation  

 Merges changes to interface 

models by invoking automatic 

transformations. 

 Views summaries of changes 

in delta document. 

 Generates deliverable from 

interface models by invoking 

automatic transformations. 

 Maintains the KWSID. 

 

4.5 MOM Workbench- A Prototype of KWSID 

A KWSID, MOM Workbench, was developed using the Intentional Domain Work-

bench (IDW). 

The user interface of the MOM Workbench is presented in Figure 8 and Figure 9. 

Below follows descriptions of the user interface objects shown in the figures. 

 

User Interface Objects 

①Table of Contents (TOC) 

The Table of Contents (TOC) is a projection showing the tree structure of the mod-

el entities and their relations. 

 

②MOM-Projection 

The MOM-Projection is the user interface object for presenting and interacting 

with the model. The MOM-Projection provides the capability of directly specifying 

changes to the MOM model. Made changes are automatically recorded to the delta 

MOM instance set as current. Preview is another feature in the MOM-projection. 



 

 

When changes are made to a MOM entity, the MOM entity is actually not changed, 

instead the changes are overlaid on top of the MOM. Thus, preview of changes is 

possible by setting a delta MOM as current. 

 

Fig. 8. The user interface of the MOM Workbench 

③ IDW Status Bar 

The IDW Status Bar shows messages that are defined by the MOM Workbench 

and the IDW. 

Messages include system error messages, error and feedback messages of opera-

tions performed by the MOM Workbench. 

 

④ The Operations Button 

The Operations Button is a user interface object that upon activation displays a 

context menu with commands that are related to the model entity the button belongs 

to. For model entities displayed in the MOM-projection and TOC, Operation Buttons 

are depicted as cogs. 

 

⑤ Delta MOM Projection (Figure 9) 

The Delta MOM Projection presents a summary of the changes made to a MOM 

entity in the model. It also functions as a specification of how to define changes to a 



 

 

MOM entity. Users can in addition specify changes to a MOM entity by using the 

Delta MOM Projection. Each change corresponds to an element in the list of changes 

which are categorized in sections related to their type: Add Changes, Modify Changes 

and Delete Changes. 

 

⑥ Change Row (Figure 9) 

A Change Row in a delta MOM corresponds to a single change request to a MOM. 

 



 

 

Fig. 9. Delta MOM Projection showing a summary of specified changes 

4.6 Development Effort Comparison between Intentional Domain Workbench 

and Current Modeling Tools 

A comparison of development effort between IDW and the current tooling in the stud-

ied case was made in order to estimate the costs of developing a DSL application 

providing the same benefits as the KWSID.  

The estimates given for the EMF-based approaches were based on the realization 

of the features of the KWSID. From the features, three values provided by the 

KWSID were identified: ability to specify changes to interface models enabled by 

meta-models of the interface- and delta model; automation through integration of 

delta model to interface model; tailored projections with specific commands such as 

previewing changes for feature developers, review group and model developers.  

The results of the estimations are listed in Table 7 and illustrated in Figure 10. 

Three estimates were provided, showing that IDW decreases the development effort 

of building a DSL application in average with three times compared to the EMF-

based approaches. For all estimates the effort of implementing the domain for inter-

face model and delta model is approximately the same with a slight advantage to 

IDW. The effort for introducing automation of integrating delta model to interface 

model takes in average two times more effort for the EMF-based approach. The main 

difference in effort is from the implementation of projections where the EMF-based 

approaches take in average 3.5 times more effort than using IDW. 

 

Fig. 10. Estimations of development effort for a DSL application providing same value as 

KWSID 



 

 

 

 

 

Table 7. Estimations of development effort for a DSL application providing same value as 

KWSID. The development effort using Intentional Domain Workbench is based on actual data 

from the implementation of the MOM Workbench. The unit “x” denotes the development effort 

of a person per time unit. 

Value EMF  

Estimation 

1 

EMF  

Estimation 

2 

EMF  

Estimation 

3 

IDW  

(based on MOM 

Workbench) 

Meta-model for delta 

model and interface 

model 

3x 

  

4x 4.5x 2x 

Automation (merge 

delta to interface 

model) 

3x 4x 6x 2x 

Projections for fea-

ture developers, re-

view group and 

model developer 

8x 28x 28x 6x 

Total 14x 36x 38.5x 10x 

 

4.7 Usability Study Outcomes 

This chapter presents the findings from the test scenarios, post-scenario question-

naires and post-test interviews. 

 

Findings for Scenarios.  

Findings for Scenario 1: First Impressions 

Four out of five participants found the terminology of MOM workbench (name of 

elements, icons, etc.), easy to understand, whereas one had no opinion. All partici-

pants understood the names of the element types. Although none of the participants 

recognized the icons used for the elements, they did not found this conflicting nor 

unpleasant. Three participants thought that the navigation of the MOM model was 

easy to understand, while one (P1) found it difficult due to lack of understanding the 

model structure. In general, participants understood the layout and the function of the 



 

 

delta MOM and MOM-projections; however, they had different opinions of how the 

presentation of the information and commands should be done. 

Regarding participants expectations of the first step to create a new delta MOM, 

two participants found it easy (P2, P5); two (P3, P4) had no opinion and one (P1) 

found it difficult. Participants who found it Easy and Neither Easy or Difficult, ex-

pressed that the first step corresponded to their expectations of creating the delta 

MOM through a menu item in the menu bar. However, all participants expected the 

menu item to be located in the File menu. The participant who found it Difficult, lo-

cated the correct menu item after a considerably amount of time due to confusion 

caused by the available menu items. The participant would have preferred to create a 

delta MOM through right-clicking on the root element. During scenario 1, observa-

tions indicated that the large number of menu items unrelated to the MOM Work-

bench caused minor confusion for all participants: they scanned through all menus 

and submenus in sequence to locate the correct menu item. In all cases the partici-

pants found the correct menu item, however, the large number of irrelevant menu 

items delayed the completion of the scenario.  

All participants expected that the first step of creating a delta MOM would be 

through a menu option in the top menu bar. Three participants (P1, P3, P5) also tried 

to right-click on the whites space area in the Table of Contents or the root element. 

The order for which the participants (P) followed in order to find a way to create a 

delta MOM can be described as follows: 

1. P tries to find menu item by selecting the File menu. 

2. P right-clicks on the root element or a white-space area in a tab to find the menu 

item for creating a delta MOM. 

3. P left-clicks on icons and symbols to find a menu item. 

General Impression  

 “This is more about getting used to the icons and symbols” — P1 about the icon 

and symbols used. 

 “When it comes to understanding the first step of defining a new delta MOM, it is 

neither easy nor difficult. It is just somewhat unfamiliar in a unnecessary complex 

way. Just because the layout is complex it doesn’t make it difficult. It is just not 

what I would like to have basically” — P4 

 “ I am not familiar with the icons but I understand the names of the elements” — 

P2  

 “When I do(define) a delta MOM I would like to have an easy way to see what is 

the current MOM that I am applying my delta MOM to and we see that in this view 

over here.” — P5 

 “[...] Then we have a specification here of what to change and how.”  — P5 about 

the dMOM-projection. 

Positive Comments 



 

 

 “I like that the colors on the delta MOM changes [in the Table of Contents] are 

green for new, blue for changed and red for deleted.” — P1 about the icons used 

for signifying the type of change in a delta MOM. 

 “The menu alternatives were quite expressive so I understand what they are do-

ing.” — P3 

 “The layout is good” — P2 

Negative Comments 

 “By looking at it in the beginning, I didn’t see the structure, so I didn't understand 

what to find. I saw the MIM structure, it was quite easy. Then I didn’t understand 

that the delta MOM that was there was what I was actually not supposed to use. 

And I was supposed to create a new one” — P1 

 “Why is there a big red cross...I get the impression that I have done something 

wrong” — P1 

 “When I open up the thing, the first thing I expect to see in the middle is not adding 

a new enum in a delta MOM. Then you are in the middle of something. If I open up 

a delta MOM document and end up in the middle of the structure somehow.” —P4 

Suggestions 

 “I would like to start by right-clicking on the top package [root element]” — P1 

about the first step of adding a new delta MOM. 

  “I want to have the big picture.[...] I want to have instruction or introduction 

telling why did you add this enum.” — P4 about the presentation of the delta MOM 

projection. 

Scenario 1: Post-task Questions with Responses 

1. Understanding the workbench navigation 

 Very Easy  Easy  Neither Easy 

nor Difficult  

Difficult  Very  

Difficult 

Participant   P2, P3, P5 P4 P1  

2. Understanding the workbench terminology (words, name of element, icons, etc.) 

 Very Easy  Easy  Neither Easy 

nor Difficult  

Difficult  Very  

Difficult 

Participant   P1, P2, P3, P5 P4   

3. Understanding the first step you need to do to define a delta MOM 

 Very Easy  Easy  Neither Easy 

nor Difficult  

Difficult  Very Diffi-

cult 



 

 

Participant   P2, P5 P3, P4 P1  

 

Findings for Scenario 2: Creating a new delta MOM 

All participants completed the scenario. Participants found the task Very Easy (P1, 

P3, and P5) and Easy (P2, P4). The ease of this task is related to the minimal and 

straightforward interaction with the Mom Workbench. Overall, the task corresponded 

to the participants expectations of how to edit the name of an element and invoke the 

creation of a new delta MOM. However, some participants (P3,P4,P5) would prefer to 

right-click on an element or the white space area of the tab to get a context menu with 

operations that can be performed on the element. For instance, right-click on a delta 

MOM(Figure 11) and find menu items for save, delete, set as current and so on. Par-

ticipants were observed to interact with the Table of Contents by right-clicking the 

delta MOM to set it as current. This is explained by their previous experience of win-

dow systems where they expect the TOC to behave as other file browsers where they 

can right-click an element to get a context menu. 

 

Fig. 11. When participants right-clicked on the delta MOM element, they expected to find 

commands to operate on the delta MOM, e.g. Set as current, save and delete. 

Positive Comments 

 “This was very intuitive and self-explaining... Mark the name, type what you want 

and then set it to current by a button.” — P1 

 “Everything was visible and the short training I received before. A combination of 

everything made it easy.” — P2 

 “I think it was quite easy. Almost like a normal tool, you can left-click to select and 

right-click to get options and everything.” — P3 

 “The fact is, it is a single click action. You don’t have any unnecessary interaction 

with the tool.” — P5 

Negative Comments 

 “I expected some options to save and other things” — P2 tried to right-click on the 

delta MOM in the TOC. 

Suggestions 



 

 

 “In most programs that I am used to, when I right-click I get the menu alternatives 

for the specific item. Like in windows, you get all the fancy stuff by right-clicking.” 

—P3 

 “My intuitive feeling is to go to the file explorer thing (Table of Contents) to 

change the name.” — P4 

 “The tool should preferably place the insertion cursor in the name so you don’t 

have to click on it and then type the name.” — P5 

Scenario 2: Post-task Questions with Responses 

1. This task is...? 

 Very Easy  Easy  Neither Easy 

nor Difficult  

Difficult  Very  

Difficult 

Participant  P1,P3, P5 P2, P4    

 

Findings for Scenario 3; Specifying changes and editing experiences 

Four out of five participants completed the scenario. Two participants (P1, P2) did 

not meet any major issues that hindered their tasks. Three participants (P3,P4,P5) 

encountered issues that delayed or prevented the completion of their tasks. The issues 

are related to problems with manipulation, selection and presentation of user interface 

objects. 

Four participants did not understand the meaning of the Operations Button present-

ed as a cog; the preferred way of accessing commands is through context menu by 

right-click or top menu bar. Participants also preferred to only display a single delta 

MOM in a separate tab while defining changes however, they would like to have a list 

of delta MOMs to get a summary changes made to MOM entities. 

Concerning global problems of presentation and manipulation, participants did not 

know which user interface objects can be selected or manipulated due to missing vis-

ual cues. When participants tried to edit fields of new elements that were created from 

the MOM-projection, they were confused of where to find the input field. For in-

stance, participants (P2, P4) did not understand that the grey area under a property 

was a visual cue for inputting values. Furthermore, input fields did not display the 

latest input character, which caused confusion of whether the participant had entered a 

character or not. Figure 12 and 13 shows a selection of the mentioned problems. In 

addition, all participants had problems of viewing content of a tab due to missing 

horizontal scrollbar. 



 

 

 

Fig. 12. Missing visual cues cause difficulties with understanding of which user interface object 

can be interacted with 

 

Fig. 13. Problems with manipulation of user interface object when participant input values 

Participant P4 did not complete the scenario due to problems related to selection and 

editing of values.  

First, when the participant tried to select a property by left-clicking within a change 

row in the delta MOM-projection, the participant was confused as the selection did 

not correspond to the participant’s expected behavior. The selection would result in 

three outcomes:  

1. The tab will scroll down half a page. 

2. The top element of the selection will be tree selected which will cause the tab to 

scroll down a few rows. 

3. Selecting the property element. 

Second, the participant had problems with selecting text values using click-and-

drag with the mouse. If the mouse selection moves past the selected word, IDW will 

instead select the parent of the current node and shift the focus of the tab to display 

the parent, which disoriented the participant. This problem with text selection is illus-

trated in Figure 14 and Figure 15. 



 

 

 

Fig. 14. Problem when selection of a text value moves past the word to be selected 

 

Fig. 15. The resulting behavior of IDW is tree selection of parent which will change focus and 

disorients users 



 

 

Finally, P4 also experienced problems with the copy-paste functionality in IDW. In 

the scenario, the participant was supposed to specify a new action which throws an 

existing exception, SupportSystemConfigurationFailed defined in the MOM. The 

participant first specified the name of the exception in a text field, then copied the text 

value in the text field and pasted in the field for exception which expects a value of 

reference type. The result was that the newly created action was copied instead, and 

subsequently pasted into the field for reference. This behavior clearly confused the 

participant who gave up on completing the task. 

Regarding the usefulness of the projections for presenting changes defined in the 

delta MOM, feature developers and domain experts (P1, P2, P5) found the ability of 

previewing changes to the MOM more useful than modeling experts (P3, P4). In their 

daily tasks, Model Developers primarily use the current modeling tool to understand 

how the changes specified in delta MOMs affect the models representing MOMs. 

 

General Impression  

 “Shall I use this window to the right? Is there a search function?” —P2 

 “It took some time before I saw it. I thought I need a bunch of options to make the 

changes so I clicked on it. I think I have seen it somewhere else.” —P2 

 “What is the thinking here. If I am creating something new deltaMOM and set it to 

current. I still have the same background information.” —P4 , did not notice that 

right tab updated 

 “Why would I have a form specify how to change? Because I just want to check the 

current state of my MOM and I would like to just to go in and start editing directly 

just like a Word Document. The tool would then pick up my changes and summa-

rize it.” —P5 

Positive Comments 

 “I thought it was easy to understand what I was supposed to click. Because if I 

want to change the enum or enum member there is the wheel icon.” —P1 

 “I think it was easy to understand the changes that I actually did to the model 

while doing the changes. I think that the projections that I could see are helpful as 

well.” — P1 

 “It is easy to use Mom Workbench because similar to HTML. To do the changes in 

the actual MOM is easy. For example, you don’t need to know which project in 

RSA this MOM is in so it was easy and I liked it.” —P2 

 “It is easy to see what kind of changes I have done. It is useful. Usually it is red for 

deleted, blue for modified and green for new.” —P2 

 “I think it was good to see here a summary of the changes.” —P3 

 “That would be really useful because that RSA/RTE is not good in this.” —P3 

 “Definitely I am not used to see the HTML pages. It would be much better if I can 

see what my colleagues sees, that I have the same picture as them. It would much 

easier to talk about things.” —P3 

 “That is really useful. You have started to have something that looks like a word 

processor” —P5 about directly changing the MOM-view and changes recorded. 



 

 

 “This is nice. The fact that you can edit it here(dMOM) and you get the presenta-

tion here(MOM/ projection)” —P5 

 “Well, the immediate visual feedback is what makes it easy.” —P5 what aspect 

made it easy for you 

Negative Comments 

 “How do I mark just the description field...” —P2 

 “It is hard to see...” —P2 cannot see entire tab due to missing horizontal scrollbar 

 “I am used to RSA/RTE, this is almost completely text based. I don’t really see the 

DMOM changes.” —P3 

 “So here we have a presentation that I definitely think that I dont want to see mul-

tiple delta MOMs at the same time.” —P5 

 “The wheel-icon could mean anything. It is fine if you in the beginning know where 

to look for commands. But that wasn’t my first intuitive way of thinking.” —P5 

 “I don’t have any idea what this wheel symbolizes” — P4 

 “What is going on?”—P4 confused about selection 

 “I don’t think that this is usable. In all programs you can double click and copy the 

stuff.” —P4 about copy paste text to resolve to reference 

 “I didn’t like it at all. Maybe because this is the first time. In my intuitive way to 

edit something it is not in line what how this tool behaves. I don’t think this tool is 

very useful.  I don't like it how it behaves.  I only get irritated...I don’t think it is 

difficult but I really don’t like it at all.” —P4 

Suggestions 

 “I would like to start by right-click to see where I can add a change” — P1 

 “I want to press a button here so I can quickly see what has been changed or not 

(click a button to highlight the changes in previewed MOM tab)” —P3 

 “I would actually expect empty instances of add changes, modify changes and so 

on. From the start when the delta MOM was created. Then I can right click on the 

instances and add the changes.”  —P5 

 “There should be a graphical thing to show that there is a button here so I can add 

things to that class.” —P5 

 “Here is a question about scoping. At different times you would like to have types 

you have defined in your delta MOM, those you would like to see first. Those you 

are first choice. Then you would like to see the data types and work your way out.” 

—P5 

 “A list of delta MOM, I want to select which ones are presenting so I can also see 

them when I am editing my current delta MOM. The fact that you can present in-

formation from multiple delta MOMs on multiple edits is extremely valuable.” —

P5 

 

 

 



 

 

Scenario 3: Post-task Questions with Responses 

1. Overall ease or difficulty of this task 

 Very Easy  Easy  Neither Easy 

nor Difficult  

Somewhat 

Difficult 

Difficult  

Participant   P1, P2, P5  P3, P4  

 

2. Understanding the procedure for defining a delta MOM 

 Very Easy  Easy  Neither Easy 

nor Difficult  

Somewhat 

Difficult 

Difficult  

Participant   P1, P2 P3, P5 P4  

 

3. Understanding the presentation of changes in MOM 

 Very Easy  Easy  Neither Easy 

nor Difficult  

Somewhat 

Difficult 

Difficult  

Participant   P1, P2, P5  P3, P4  

 

4. The projections are helpful in viewing the changes I defined in delta MOM 

 Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 

Participant  P2, P5 P1  P3, P4  

 

Findings for Scenario 4: Comparing delta MOMs 

All participants completed the scenario. Three participants found it Very Easy; two 

found it Easy; one found it Neither Easy nor Difficult. The ease was related to lesson 

learnt from previous scenarios of how to access commands related to the delta MOM. 

The majority of the participants found the capability of previewing changes defined in 

delta MOM to the MOM useful. For Feature Developers and Domain Experts, the 

preview capability aided them in assessing how the MOM will be affected by defined 

changes. However, participants (P1, P5) believed that the navigation and presentation 

of changes could be improved to match the actual task of comparing changes. When 

comparing changes, P1 and P5 wanted to have a high level overview of changed enti-

ties and their parents, in the MOM with graphical markers that specify which delta 

MOM the change belongs to. Furthermore, to quickly find the affected entity and 

display it in the MOM, a “go to” functionality would further facilitate the task of 

comparing changes.   

 



 

 

Positive Comments 

 “It was easy. It was good to see the change or good to see where I made the 

change.” —P1 

 “Interesting. It would be useful for reviewing. It is really useful to see in the MOM. 

How the changes would affect the MOM.” — P2 switch delta MOM and changes 

are previewed on MOM 

 “When you have these changes there, it is easy to compare.” —P2 about ease of 

comparing changes in different delta MOMs. 

 “It was intuitive. This one was quite easy to find the changes in the delta MOM.” 

—P3 

 “The capability of presenting the edits from multiple delta MOMs in the same view 

and overlaying that in the MOM. It makes it really easy to see and how the result 

will be and how the changes are.” —P5 about what aspect in MOM workbench 

made it easy for completing the task 

Negative Comments 

 “The task is somewhat difficult since I need to (manually) track what changes 

made and where.” —P1 

 “I haven’t seen the changes over here. I set the delta MOM to current but I don't 

know what has changed.” —P4 

Suggestions 

 “It would be good if I could go to the change and see it on the right tab (preview 

on MOM)” — P1 when trying to view how a change would be previewed on the 

MOM 

 “You could start with collapse everything and highlight where (element) it has 

been changed. I would say, highlight on top level and drill down.” — P1 about the 

preferred way of presenting changes to the MOM 

 “Is it possible to see both this (existing delta MOM) and that (newly created delta 

MOM) at the same time?” —P3 

 “To compare delta MOMs would be useful. This could happen if different teams 

are working on the same MOM.” —P3 

 “If people in the different teams are doing contradictory changes. It would be nice 

to see if their delta MOM changes are affecting my delta MOM changes” —P3 

Scenario 4: Post-task Questions with Responses 

1. This task was... 

 Very Easy  Easy  Neither Easy 

nor Difficult  

Somewhat 

Difficult 

Difficult  

Participant  P5 P1, P2, P3 P4   

 

 



 

 

2. Overall ease or difficulty of comparing changes in different delta MOMs. 

 Very Easy  Easy  Neither Easy 

nor Difficult  

Somewhat 

Difficult 

Difficult  

Participant  P5 P2 P3 P1, P4  

 

3. This feature of MOM Workbench is helpful to preview changes in different delta 

MOMs? 

 Strongly Agree  Agree  Neutral Disagree  Strongly Disagree  

Participant  P1, P5 P2, P3  P4  

 

 

Findings for Scenario 5: Comparison between delta MOM projection and current way 

of viewing changes using Excel spreadsheet 

When asked to compare the existing delta document with the Mom Workbench, 

the majority of participants found the Mom Workbench more intuitive, useful and 

easier in specifying and viewing changes. The main reasons often stated by partici-

pants are related to the capabilities enabled by IDW’s projectional editor: projections 

that allow specifying changes in a notation familiar to the users (which reduces the 

need for special knowledge of how to use the tool); immediate feedback of changes 

previewed on the MOM; validation of model while editing.  

 

Comments 

 “The workbench is much easier for everyone to understand. We have a lot of col-

umns here (delta document) which are not directly reflected in the MOM”. —P1 

 “With the workbench it is much easier: you start from what you know and have a 

rough idea of what you would like to change.” —P1 

 “In the current delta MOM, there are many fields and a lot of information. It is 

hard to see. But with the MOM Workbench it is easier to see the changes because 

of the structure and that you can see the changes previewed in the MOM. It will be 

easier to understand the consequences of the changes.” —P2 when asked whether  

 “That is really good.” — P3 about validation of constraints on the model while 

editing. 

 “The strength here is that you can see directly what you changes will look like as 

the final output. In that sense, the tool makes it more convenient for the user.” — 

P4 

 “If you use these views [projections] then I think it becomes easier for those who 

are not familiar with the current tool and those details.” —P4 



 

 

 “Every aspect made this easier than the delta document. You can’t really compare 

something showing you different layers of transparency while you see the changes 

merged together and you still see where they come from” —P5 

 

Findings for Scenario 6: Comparison between MOM projection and current way of 

viewing MOM using HTML 

Compared to the current MOM documentation in HTML-format, participants ex-

pressed the need of obtaining an overview of the MOM and its entities in a graphical 

tree structure. This type of graphical tree structure shows the relationship between the 

different MOMs and is useful for users to get an overall understanding of a MOM. 

Currently, the MOM-projection is not accurate enough and lacks functionality to 

match the HTML-version when it comes to browsing the MOM. 

 

Comments 

 “What I can’t see right now which is also not part of our MOM is a diagram, 

showing the complete MIM fracture. I would like to see the diagram of the MIM 

fragment and only those MO that are connected to the MOM.” —P1 

 “I think that diagrams are mostly used to get some kind of overview. To get some 

feel for it. I think that the first way of navigating through the model would be 

through a diagram then you can click on a fragment to show all those different 

classes and details” —P4 

 “The MOM-projection is not as close to the final CPI view that users are used to 

for it to be good enough.” —P5 

Result from Post-Scenario Questionnaires.  

Figure 16 illustrates user satisfaction of usability aspects of MOM Workbench ac-

cording to categories in the UPT (See section 2.3). The X axis shows the distribution 

of satisfaction level while the Y axis lists UPT categories. From Figure 16, we con-

clude that the majority of subjects are satisfied with the overall usability: 60% of the 

participants were satisfied with the visualness. Similarly, approximately 60% of the 

participants were satisfied with how their tasks were mapped to the MOM Workbench 

although more functionality was asked for. As previously mentioned in the findings 

from scenarios above, dissatisfaction was mostly related to issues with fine tuning the 

appearance and interactions of user interface objects and implement additional fea-

tures for presentation of information and model manipulation. 



 

 

 

Fig. 16. Shows user satisfaction of different usability aspects of the MOM Workbench based on 

the result from usability survey 

Collated Findings.  

Table 8 lists the usability problems, their severity(as defined below), their origin on 

the usability and the number of participants who experienced each problem. 

 

Severity 

Usability problems encountered by the participants were categorized using the fol-

lowing severity levels: 

 Level 1: Problems which caused difficulties for the participant to complete the 

task. 

 Level 2: Problems which caused frustration and delay of task. 

 Level 3: Problems that could be confusing at first but not to such a degree that it 

considerably delayed the completion of the task. 

 

Origin 

The origin of a usability problem defines whether the problem is present specifical-

ly to the MOM workbench (local origins) or in general for the Intentional Domain 

Workbench (global origins). 

 

1st Category and 2nd Category 

The usability problems were categorized using the Usability Problem Taxonomy 

described in section 2.3. Note that some usability problems could be distributed to 

different categories (1st category and 2nd category are different), while some usabil-



 

 

ity problem could be distributed to one category (1st category and 2nd category are 

same). 

 

Number of Participants 

The number of participants that experienced the problem. 

Table 8. Usability problems categorized according to UPT with additional severity rating, 

origin and number of affected partipants 

 Usability  

Problem 

1st  

Category 

2nd  

Category 

Origin Severity Number of  

Partici-

pant(N=5) 

UP1 Users are confused 

with the meaning of 

the “cog”-icon. 

Object  

appearance 

Object  

appearance 

Local 1 4 

UP2 Users want to right-

click with mouse 

button anywhere in a 

tab to access popup 

menu with relevant 

commands 

Direct  

manipulation 

Interaction Global 1 5 

UP3 Users could not see 

all content of tabs due 

to missing horizontal 

scrollbars. 

Object  

appearance 

Object  

appearance 

Global 1 5 

UP4 Dragging the vertical 

scrollbar of a tab do 

not properly scroll the 

content of the tab. 

Navigation Navigation Global 2 5 

UP5 Users overwhelmed 

by an excessive 

amount of unrelated 

menu options on the 

menu bar 

Object(screen) 

Layout 

Interaction Local 1 5 

UP6 Users did not notice 

when focus shifted to 

a the element selected 

from the Table of 

Contents projection. 

Navigation Keeping the 

user task on 

track 

Global 1 4 



 

 

UP7 Users did not notice 

messages displayed 

on the status bar on 

the left-bottom cor-

ner. 

Object  

appearance 

Object  

appearance 

Global 1 4 

UP8 Users want to be able 

to display tabs in 

separate detached 

windows  

Object(screen) 

Layout 

Interaction Global 2 2 

UP9 Users find the close 

button on tab not 

obvious.  

Object  

appearance 

Object  

appearance 

Global 3 4 

UP10 Users want to view 

changes in a delta 

MOM on a higher 

level by having color 

coding of the element 

and its ancestors in 

tree view of the af-

fected MOM 

Presentation of 

information 

Presentation 

of  

information 

Local 1 4 

UP11 Users want to display 

a single delta MOM. 

Presentation of 

information 

Presentation 

of infor-

mation 

Local 1 2 

UP12 Users want the Table 

of Contents to be 

updated(including 

color coding) to re-

flect the changes 

made in the current 

delta MOM  

Presentation of 

information 

Functionality Global 1 2 

UP13 Users want to make 

changes to classes by 

interacting with a 

graphical diagram 

similar to a class 

diagram. 

Functionality Functionality Global 3 2 

UP14 Inconsistent usage of 

cog icon. The cog 

Object  

appearance 

Object  

appearance 

Local 1 1 



 

 

icon is used as icon 

for an action as well 

as a button for dis-

playing popup menus. 

UP15 Users want to have 

different tabs in the 

editing basket show-

ing the scope of ele-

ments that users are 

interested in selecting 

Object(screen) 

Layout 

Interaction Local 3 1 

UP16 Making changes di-

rectly by editing the 

MOM-projection 

Interaction Interaction Global 1 5 

UP17 User wants to copy a 

plain text to a field 

for reference 

Interaction Direct  

manipulation 

Global 1 1 

UP18 Users want to pre-

view multiple delta 

MOMs at the same 

time 

Presentation of 

information 

Functionality Local 2 2 

UP19 Users want to merge 

different versions of 

MOM 

Functionality Functionality Local 3 1 

UP20 Users do not notice 

that newly created 

changes in delta 

MOM-projection are 

previewed on MOM 

in the MOM-

projection 

Keeping the 

user task on 

track 

Keeping the 

user task on 

track 

Local 1 3 

UP21 Users do not notice 

that newly created 

changes in MOM-

projection are dis-

played in delta 

MOM-projection. 

Keeping the 

user task on 

track 

Keeping the 

user task on 

track 

Local 1 3 

UP22 Users wants to dis- Presentation of Functionality Local 3 1 



 

 

play and navigate to 

conflicts caused by 

changes in delta 

MOMs 

information 

UP23 Graphical tree struc-

tured view of MOMs. 

Presentation of 

information 

Presentation 

of infor-

mation 

Local 2 2 

UP24 Overview of MOM 

overlaid with changes 

marking which nodes 

are changed in a delta 

MOM 

Functionality Functionality Local 2 2 

UP25 Status of delta MOM 

not changed when 

committed. 

Functionality Functionality Local 3 1 

UP26 Input field for excep-

tions is not clear in 

the MOM-projection 

Visual cues Visual cues Local 3 1 

UP27 Users find input field 

for values in delta 

MOM-projection 

confusing at first. 

Visual cues Visual cues Local 3 2 

UP28 Users think that selec-

tion of table cells in 

the delta MOM pro-

jection is unpredicta-

ble. 

Direct manipu-

lation 

Interaction Global 2 1 

UP29 Users want to crown 

select entity (attrib-

ute, action, enum 

member and struct 

member) but do not 

know what to click. 

Visual cues Interaction Global 1 2 

UP30 Users want to export 

delta MOM.  

Functionality Functionality Local 3 1 

UP31 When adding a Keeping the Navigation Local 1 4 



 

 

change and creating a 

delta MOM users 

confused if anything 

happened. 

user task on 

track 

UP32 Drag and drop. Direct manipu-

lation 

Interaction Global 3 2 

UP33 When creating a new 

delta MOM the sec-

tions for Add-, Modi-

fy- and Delete 

Changes should be 

displayed. Users may 

then add changes by 

right-clicking on a 

category to add a 

change. 

Presentation of 

information 

Keeping the 

user task on 

track 

Local 3 1 

UP34 User confused about 

the meaning when 

mouse cursor changes 

to a “red cross”.   

Visual cues Visual cues Global 3 1 

UP35 Input box not show-

ing last input charac-

ter 

Object  

appearance 

Object  

appearance 

Global 

and 

Local 

1 5 

 

Problem Categorization 

As shown in Figure 17 which illustrates the distribution of usability problems, 

38.57% of the problems are from task-mapping, 35.71% from visualness, 15.71% 

from manipulation, and 10% from task facilitation. No problems are categorized in 

the language category which shows that the terminology used in the Mom Workbench 

is consistent with the terminology in the MOM domain.  

 



 

 

 

Fig. 17. The distribution of usability problems. The light shades in each bar represent the global 

problems in the category, while the bars in deep color show local problems 

Visualness 

Figure 18 shows the distribution of problems over the subcategories in visualness. 

The problem category with the largest percentage is object appearance, which attrib-

utes to 48%. Apart from object appearance, presentation of information constitutes to 

40% of the visualness problems, followed by object layout with 12%. There are no 

usability problems categorized in object movement and non-message feedback cate-

gories. 

Among identified problem in object appearance, 58.33% constitutes to global prob-

lems. The problems are related to limitations in the implementation of user interface 

objects of IDW, examples of such issues are manipulation of scrollbars (UP3) and 

issues with unclear appearance of the close button in tabs (UP9). Among the object 

appearance problem, 33% can be handled locally in the MOM Workbench such as 

using icons that are familiar to users (UP1, UP14). 

In addition, 90% of the problems in presentation of information category are relat-

ed to the MOM Workbench since these problems mainly reflect domain concerns of 

MOM. For instance, in their current way of working, users view MOMs through a 

graphical tree view. Users want the Mom Workbench to provide a similar graphical 

tree structured view of MOMs (UP23).  

Among object layout problems, 66.67% are related to the implementation of MOM 

workbench (UP 5 and UP15) and can be addressed by improving the MOM domain 

projections. Other object layout problems (33.33%) are global issues related to limita-

tions in IDW (UP8).  

There is no problem categorized as object movement problems or non-message 

feedback since behaviors in these categories are not supported in the IDW and thus 

not present in the MOM Workbench. 



 

 

 

Fig. 18. The distribution of visualness problems. The bars in light color present global prob-

lems in the category, while the bars in deep color show local problems. 

Manipulation 

Figure 19 shows the distribution of identified usability problems related to manipu-

lation. Among problems in this category, 63.64% are visual cues problems, which 

constitute the majority of the manipulation subcategories. The remaining is direct 

manipulation problems (36.36%). There is no usability problems related to physical 

manipulation. 

More than half (57.13%) of the visual cues problems are local to MOM Work-

bench. Local visual cues problems are mainly about issues with locating and recog-

nizing input fields (UP26, UP27). Global visual cues problems include missing visual 

cues for selections (UP29) and mouse behaviors (UP34). All reported usability prob-

lems in direct manipulation subcategory (UP2, UP28, and UP32) are global due to 

limitations in the IDW. UP2 is related to limitation of how and where to invoke con-

text menu. UP28 is related to issues with interacting with tree based documents in 

IDW (see 4.2.3) and finally UP32 is related to missing feature in IDW to support drag 

and drop. 



 

 

 

Fig. 19. The distribution of manipulation problems. The bars in light color present global prob-

lems in the category, while the bars in deep color show local problems 

Task-mapping 

Figure 20 shows the distribution of task-mapping problems among the sub-

categories: interaction, navigation and functionality. The majority of task-mapping 

issues are related to functionality which constitutes 48% of the problems. The func-

tionality category consists of mainly user requests for additional features of the Mom 

Workbench to support user tasks. For example, Feature Developers are requesting a 

graphical notation which appearance should be similar to UML class diagram to spec-

ify changes (UP13). Model Developers want to be able to merge different versions of 

a MOM (UP19). These features requests are primarily local problems that are specific 

to the Mom Workbench.  The high amount of functionality problems indicates a more 

thorough study is needed to understand how users in the RBS MOM process perform 

their task of defining and viewing changes. 

Concerning global functionality problems, an issue with updating the Table of 

Contents to reflect changes made to a MOM (UP13) is due to limitations of the IDW. 

In the interaction subcategory, 80% of the problems are issues related to the IDW. 

These problems are primarily related to users’ expectations of the interaction with 

user interface objects do not correspond to the actual system behavior. For example, 

selections of elements in a tree structured document in IDW will always result in 

selection of a node in the document. When a user selects a white space area in the 

document, IDW will instead select a node which in some cases will result with the 

page scrolling down due to shifting focus to the selected node. This behavior is con-



 

 

trary to the user’s expectation of how selection should work according to their previ-

ous experience when working with text-based documents (UP28). 

Problems with navigation are global concerns related to issues in IDW with navi-

gation in tabs (UP4) and navigating (shifting focus) to elements (UP31). 

 

Fig. 20. shows the distribution of task-mapping problems. The bars in light color 

present global problems in the category, while the bars in deep color show local prob-

lems. 

 

Task-facilitation 

The distribution of the problems categorized as task-facilitation is shown in Figure 

21. The categories Alternative, User Action Reversal and Task/function Automation 

are not applicable in the Mom Workbench. All task-facilitation problems (UP20, 

UP21, and UP31) are located in the subcategory, Keeping the user task on track.  

Problems UP20 and UP21 are both related to the user losing track in their task 

when Mom Workbench did not provide adequate feedback of the resulting output.  

UP20 and UP21 are considered as both local and global problems since a feedback 

message system is provided in IDW but not adequate for users to notice it (UP7). 

UP31 is in addition related to navigation since the Mom Workbench should directly 

move/shift focus to the created element.  

 

Severity of Local and Global Problems 

Figure 22 illustrates the how problems with different severity ratings are distribut-

ed among local and global problems. As shown in the figure, the majority of the prob-

lems with severity S1 are global problems due to limitations with the IDW described 

in section 4.2. Problems with severity S2 have approximately an even distribution of 



 

 

both local and global problems. Most of the problems with severity S3 are local to the 

Mom Workbench. 

 

Fig. 21. The distribution of task-facilitation problems 

 

Fig. 22. Severity ratings of local and global problems 

 



 

 

Severity Distribution of Local Problems 

The severity of the local usability problems are shown in Figure 23. As shown in 

the figure, the problems with the highest severity ratings, S1 and S2, are primarily 

located in the visualness category. These problems are related to feature requests of 

how information should be presented that will further ease the users’ work of viewing 

and comparing changes defined in delta MOMs. The problems can be resolved by 

providing the requested features in the implementation of the IDW. In the task-

mapping category, the majority of problems have severity rating S3 which shows that 

although the problems do not correspond to their expectations, the users can still tol-

erate the issues and perform their given tasks. The large amount of S1 problems in 

task-mapping are mainly from functionality (see figure 20) which is expected due to 

the Mom Workbench is still in its the early phases of development. 

 

Fig. 23. Local usability problems with severity ratings 

Severity Distribution of Global Problems 

Figure 24 illustrates the distribution of global usability problems annotated with 

severity ratings. The majority of global problems with high severity primarily belong 

to task-mapping, visualness and task-facilitation. The large amount of severe prob-

lems located in task-mapping is critical problems related to defining changes (UP16, 

UP17) and navigation (UP6). Problems with severity S2 in the same category are 

concerned with navigation (UP4) and interaction (UP 8, UP28). In addition UP8 is 



 

 

dealing with Object Layout while UP28 is dealing with direct manipulation. The 

problems can be resolved by improving current interaction features. The majority of 

problems have severity rating S3 lay in direct manipulation (UP32) and visual 

cues(UP34), which shows that unfamiliar manipulation and visualness in IDW may 

confuse users but it would not discourage user from their tasks. 

 

Fig. 24. Global usability problems with severity ratings 

5 Discussion 

5.1 Process Quality Improvements using Language Workbench Technology 

The result of this study shows that process qualities of the current interface develop-

ment process have improved by using language workbench technology. 

The identified inhibitors on the current process are inhibiting the speed for which 

the users are performing their tasks and the quality of the resulting output artifacts. 

The inhibiting effects are primarily caused by the semantic gap between the delta 

document and the interface model i.e. different constructs expressed in different rep-

resentation systems. By only using constructs in one representation system expressed 

in different projections, the need for separate delta documents is eliminated and thus 

the semantic gap is closed. 

As a result, there are several process quality improvements with respect to speed 

and artifact quality. Furthermore, improvements in the support for the user roles in the 

process have been observed. First, the need for manually translating the changes in 



 

 

delta documents is replaced by automatic transformations which merge the delta doc-

uments with the interface models in the MOM Workbench. Eliminating the step with 

manual translation increases the end-to-end speed of the development process. Sec-

ond, communication and understanding among user roles are increased due to tailored 

projections. In the usability test several users of different roles of the current process 

stated that having different but consistent views of the interface model would allow 

them to “make discussion easier” and “understand the consequences of the changes” 

defined in the delta documents. 

Third, modern IDE features in projectional editors combined with tailored projec-

tions eases the tasks of viewing, defining, and comparing changes to the interface 

models. The majority of the users found it both easier and more useful to work with 

the MOM Workbench compared to the current delta documents and tooling environ-

ment. Continues validation ensures those delta documents which do not fulfill speci-

fied design rules in the domain will be passed on to the next stage of the development 

process. As a result, the possibilities of introducing common errors caused by mis-

takes and logical errors are captured in the early phases of the interface development 

process.    

However, uncertainties in study’s findings cannot be disregarded without actual 

deployment of the MOM Workbench in a real life setting. In such a case, process 

qualities may initially decrease due to unfamiliarity of the MOM Workbench but later 

to increase due to the ease of learning and using the workbench. The ease of use was 

shown in the usability tests, learning the DSLs, navigation, interaction and presenta-

tion of information required minimal training. 

As shown in previous research of the benefits of DSLs (see 6), we believe that an 

actual deployment will improve productivity for the roles in the process. Overall, the 

benefits from improved process qualities, perception, communication and understand-

ing of the MOM Workbench, outweigh the approach and tooling used in the current 

process. 

5.2 Comparison of Development Effort between IDW and current MDE 

tooling 

The result of the estimation on development effort between IDW and the current 

MDE tooling shows a considerable decrease in effort using IDW. The effort for real-

izing the domain, validation rules and introducing transformation is roughly the same 

for both approaches. This is due to the already mature support for specifying meta-

models, validation (e.g. OCL, VF) model transformations (e.g. ATL, QVT) in EMF. 

The effort is instead in the design of the meta-models and additional constructs to 

support the visualization and specification of changes to an interface model. This is 

shown in the difference of effort it would take for realizing projections for the roles in 

the interface development process. In an EMF-based approach the construction of 

concrete syntax is mainly divided into plugins which support textual syntax (Xtext, 

TCS) or graphical syntax (GMF, Graphiti, GMP). In order to provide the support of 

both graphical and textual syntax, considerable effort is required to extend the plugins 

to either support both forms of notation or make the additional plugins interoperable. 



 

 

Compared with IDW which supports interoperable DSLs for both textual and graph-

ical syntax, no additional effort is required. IDW provides a set of graphical con-

structs which support common constructs found in typical word processors such as 

tables, headers, lines and boxes. In this aspect, IDW offers a more flexible and faster 

approach to construct domain-specific editors which match the presentation and nota-

tion to domain users than solutions based on EMF. However, the question rises con-

cerning the limitations of IDW’s capabilities of constructing projections. In other 

domains which require more advanced graphical constructs involving 3D-graphics 

and animation effects such as zooming, would require development of new DSLs 

which integrate to a target graphics engine. The initial effort of such an implementa-

tion would be equal to an EMF-based approach but once implemented the DSLs are 

reusable and interoperable with other DSLs, therefore subsequent adaptation to other 

domains is minimal or unnecessary. 

5.3 Experience of Using the Intentional Domain Workbench 

From our experiences of using the Intentional Domain Workbench for the develop-

ment of the MOM Workbench, we believe that IDW are advantageous in several situ-

ations compared to an approach using Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF). 
IDW is preferable when there is a need to mix multiple domains.  A model in IDW 

can contain domain code from different DSLs while an instance model in an EMF-

based approach can only contain data from a single DSL. In our case, a MOM Work-

bench document can mix domain code using different DSLs such as interface model, 

delta documents and requirements. This integration of DSLs is supported by IDW, so 

no additional glue code is required. However, to obtain a similar ability in an EMF-

based approach would require considerable development effort to extend the meta-

model and dependent constructs such as transformation and constraints. 
In the case of IDW, less effort is required when it comes to changing a meta-

model. Since documents in a knowledge workbench are tree based documents, entities 

in the document refer to each other by identity rather than text. Once a change is made 

in one entity in the domain schema, the reference of the entity is retained and syn-

chronized with the domain code. Thus, the consistency in the domain schema with 

documents using the concepts in the domain schema is preserved. For example, in 

IDW, when we update a name of an entity in the domain schema, other parts of the 

program which refers to this name will also be updated to reflect the change. However 

in an EMF-based approach, if we make a corresponding change in the meta-model, 

we need to refine other dependent artifacts in EMF such as validation rules and trans-

formations to support the change we made in the meta-model. Furthermore, additional 

effort is required to make the new instance model and old instance model consistent. 
Compared to EMF-based editors, projections in IDW are more flexible due to the 

possibility to combine graphical, textual and symbolic notations in a single editable 

view. Thus projections could be tailored for domain users which would reduce the 

training costs for using such a tool. As discussed above, the possibility to mix DSLs, 

the ease of making changes and flexible projections are features which we think make 

IDW a powerful tool when it comes to rapid prototyping in order to explore unknown 



 

 

problem domains and re-engineer existing MDE based software development pro-

cesses. Changing an existing process by introducing a new role and activities could be 

done in a short time by defining a tailored projection. Depending on the information 

that the role requires, minimal or no changes are required to the domain schema. 

5.4 Threats to Validity 

This study is subject to several threats of validity. This section will discuss the about 

external validity, internal validity, reliability and construct validity.  

 

External Validity 

Subjects engaged both in study are not representative to a larger population outside 

of the studied context at Ericsson AB. However, interfaces of the kind studied in the 

thesis are very common in large scale embedded software development. For example 

in automotive, aerospace, industrial automation and other interface intensive domains. 

Therefore the comparison may not be widely generalizable but still replicable. 

 

Construct Validity 

The implementation is done by two research students with basic experience of us-

ing EMF in student projects. The data confidence of comparison could be improved if 

the implementation is done by professional developers with background in software 

interface development using EMF. 

 

Internal Validity 

Threats that will challenge the internal validity of the study are the estimations 

made by tool developers with experiences from a different sub-domain of software 

interface modeling. Although these developers are responsible for the same domain of 

software interface development, minor differences in their tasks and context may 

affect their estimation. To decrease the human and situational bias, guidelines for 

expert estimations were followed (see section 3.5). However, the validity of the com-

parison will increase if the data is based on actual implementation of a prototype us-

ing an EMF-based approach.  

Concerning data collection from stakeholder meetings and semi-structured inter-

views, interviewer bias may have affected the subjects. 

In the usability testing, the number of participants may affect the validity of the 

findings. Although the coverage of usability problems increases with the number of 

participants, previous studies [23] point out that five users in one session are suffi-

cient to cover approximately 80 percent of all usability problems. In order to further 

improve the validity of the findings, it is recommended to use an iterative approach 

with several usability test iterations. 

 

Content Validity 

Content validity is related to the design of the test scenarios in the usability test. To 

ensure the validity of the test scenarios, a pretest was made with a domain expert with 



 

 

extensive knowledge about the studied interface development process. Feedback from 

the domain expert was incorporated in the design of the usability test. 

5.5 Recommendations on the basis of the usability study 

In this section, recommendations are presented to improve the usability issues identi-

fied in this study. Recommendations are given to both tool developers of the MOM 

Workbench and the tool vendor. 

Recommendations to the tool vendor. 

 Based on the usability test result (see section 4.7), recommendations are given in 

the order of severity and frequency. The prioritization of problems should be done in 

the following order: task-mapping, visualness, task-facilitation and manipulation. 

Below follows a listing with recommendation of resolving the identified problems. 

1. Visualness: Window system with detachable tabs (UP7, UP8, UP31) 

The presence of a window system with detachable tabs is a feature that is common 

in most development tools. By providing this feature, users can customize the layout 

of the tabs for which the user find suitable and satisfactory. In the MOM Workbench, 

a user may display two tabs on separate screens whereas one screen displaying a tab 

with several delta MOMs side by side; and the other screen showing the changes pre-

view on one or several MOMs. This feature would apart from resolving UP8 also 

provide values which increase the perception for the user. Such a window system also 

enables the possibility of defining groups of tabs displaying for instance system relat-

ed messages, validation results and similar content. Users would then know that sys-

tem messages will appear in one of the tabs in the a certain grouping, in contrast to 

how it is currently implemented where messages are displayed in the left corner of the 

user interface which users found unclear (UP7, UP31).  

2. Visualness and Manipulation: Visual Cues (UP26, UP27, UP29) 

Visual cues are graphical indicators specifying whether a user interface object can 

be manipulated or not. By providing visual cues, indicators can be placed which will 

change appearance upon mouse-hover. For instance, in the case of the MOM Work-

bench, when a user may put the mouse over an element type which will then change 

the icon of the mouse cursor or the area of the element will be highlighted, to show 

that it can be crown selected (UP29). Similarly, the input field of a value would popup 

a message with description of how to specify a change according to MOM design 

rules (UP26, UP27).  

3. Task-mapping: Multiple paste options to resolve ambiguity (UP17) 

When the user is copying a node, IDW should be able to support different paste 

choices, such as paste as a sub tree, a node, a reference, or plain text. In the MOM 

Workbench, a user would be able to copy a text value of a name to an existing ele-



 

 

ment and then select to paste it as a reference in a field accepting references to ele-

ments (UP17).  

4. Manipulation: Right-click on whitespace area to invoke context menu (UP2) 

Currently, right-clicking on a white space area of a tab will select the closest node 

and display the context menu for the selected element. As described in the findings, 

providing the possibility of right-clicking on a white space area with customizable 

context menu would correspond more correctly to the user’s mental model of where 

to access relevant commands (UP2).  

5. Task-mapping: Resolve issue with multiple editable projections of a single element 

(UP16) 

Known issues with IDW editing multiple projections cause severe problems for us-

ers in the MOM Workbench (UP16). Currently in the Mom Workbench, when a user 

is editing a new change in the MOM-projection, there are severe interaction issues 

which hinder the user from completing the task. Resolving these issues should take 

priority in order to increase the usefulness of the Mom Workbench.  

6. Task-mapping: Support drag and drop (UP32) 

For the users in the usability study with experience of interacting with graphical 

user interfaces, the feature of drag and drop is part of their mental model of such an 

interface should work. It is recommended that the drag and drop feature should be 

supported to further ease the work for the users (UP32). 

7. Task-facilitation: Resolve issue with focus (UP20, UP21) 

When a user follows a reference or selects an element in the TOC, IDW will shift 

focus to the selected element by scrolling the content of the tab to the element and 

then crown select it. In cases where the element is visible in the bottom of a tab, 

scrolling will not happen, instead the element is crown selected. In most of these cas-

es, users will not notice that they have selected anything (UP20, UP21). To keep the 

user on track on their task and thus improve task-facilitation, it is recommended to fix 

this issue so the focus is centered on screen when an element is selected.  

8. Visualness: Support for Horizontal Scrollbar (UP3) and Resolve Bugs (UP9, UP12, 

UP35) 

Global usability problems related to the appearance of user interface objects such 

as issues with the input box (UP35) and close button on tab bars (UP9) are bugs in the 

IDW. Furthermore, by providing a horizontal scrollbar, resolves the issues with users 

not seeing the entire document and navigate horizontally (UP3). In the Mom Work-

bench, there is currently an issue with the Table of Content not displaying elements 

that have been added through add changes in a delta MOM. The problem is due to 

issues with the IDW (UP12).  The above mentioned problems are considered as 



 

 

smaller issues and bugs, if resolved would significantly improve usability with respect 

to visualness i the Mom Workbench. 

Recommendations to MOM Workbench developers. 

Based on the findings in section 4.7, recommendations are given in the order of sever-

ity and frequency. The prioritization of problems should be done in the following 

order: visualness, task-mapping, task-facilitation and manipulation. Below follows a 

listing with recommendation of resolving the identified problems. 

1. Visualness: Standardized set of icons and design consistency 

The icons used for the user interface object in the Mom Workbench should be re-

designed to have a consist design indicating the type of object and thus if it can be 

interacted. Icons for buttons and element type should be designed in a way that the 

user will notice the difference. For instance, in the Mom Workbench, the Operations 

Button is illustrated with a cog-wheel which in its current design can be interpreted as 

any kind of icon, not as a button.   

2. Task-mapping: Functionality for Model Developers 

A mapping of the task performed by the Model Developers should be performed in 

order to refine the projection for the role. As mentioned in the findings, functionality 

for merging models, displaying conflicting change requests and export and import 

delta MOMs are some features that should be supported in order to improve usability 

for Model Developers. 

3. Visualness: Context Menu through right-clicking on model elements 

In users’ mental model, it is given that right-clicking on an element will display a 

context menu with commands for that specific element. Implementing this feature 

would better match the mental model of users and thus improve usability for the Mom 

Workbench.  

4. Visualness and Manipulation: Selection and Displaying Elements in the Table of 

Contents and MOM-projection adopt behavior of current CPI HTML 

In the studied process, users mainly navigate and access the MOM through a web-

site representing the MOM. By adopting some of the behavior of the web site, espe-

cially selection and navigation, users will find it less unfamiliar and easier to learn 

how to use the Mom Workbench. Currently, it is possible to right-click on separate 

parts of a line in the TOC and in the MOM- and delta MOM-projection left clicking 

can be done on the element type and the name of the element. 

One of the features that will be helpful is that elements, when selected will display 

the whole line as a crown selection. The element can then only be left-clicked and 

right-clicked on the entire line. This can then be used to exhibit distinct behavior 

when performing mouse clicks. For example, whenever the user single-click with the 

left mouse button on an element, the whole line is selected, in the TOC, the element 



 

 

will then be displayed on a fixed tab (related to feature 1 window system with detach-

able tabs described in section 5.5). The user may also be able to right-click the whole 

line to access the context menu and display the element to a separate tab. Another 

example is when the user clicks on the text value or the element type in the MOM- 

and delta MOM-projection, the whole line will be selected instead of placing the cur-

sor to edit the text. To change the name the user can right-click and access the corre-

sponding menu item or the user can left-click twice with a delay between each click to 

place the cursor to change the name. Users are familiar with this type of selection 

which they know from Windows operating systems. 

5. Visualness: Presentation of Changes in MOM-Projection 

In the Mom Workbench, it is currently difficult to navigate to changed elements of 

the MOM. The MOMI-projection shows the entire MOM with previewed changes 

which in larger models would be not feasible to display. One way to improve the 

display of changes is to present the entire MOM with all children collapsed and high-

light with color coding those elements and their ancestors that are affected by the 

changes. The user can then expand the tree structure of the MOM and go to each 

change that interests the user. In addition, the color coding should also be presented in 

the TOC. 

6. Visualness and Task-mapping: Present changes to MOM from Multiple delta 

Moms 

A feature that would increase the usefulness of the Mom Workbench is the possi-

bility to preview changes of multiple delta MOMs. This feature would further facili-

tate the tasks of feature developers, domain experts and modeling experts to compare 

and assess changes in delta MOMs. 

7. Task-mapping: Graphical diagram showing an overview of the MOM 

In the current CPI HTML, graphical diagrams are displayed to illustrate MOMs. 

These static diagrams are used to obtain an overview of a MOM and its relationship to 

other MOMs. The Mom Workbench should provide similar but dynamic diagrams 

with additional functionality. For example automatic update of diagram due to chang-

es made by users, color coding to elements to show changed elements, specifying 

changes to diagram elements and build a custom view by drag and drop elements on a 

diagram where the changes made to elements will also change the underlying model. 

6 Related Work 

To our knowledge there are no published studies on software process quality im-

provements using language workbench technology in an industrial context.  Several 

studies exist on the concept of language-oriented programming describing possible 

benefits and disadvantages. Ward [12] established the concept of language-oriented 

programming and how it was designed to enable rapid-prototyping and handle chal-



 

 

lenges in large-scale software systems such as complexity, change and conformity. 

Fowler [11] coined the term and characteristics of language workbenches which im-

plement the concept of language-oriented programming. End-user programmability 

and ease of constructing interoperable DSLs are mentioned as benefits. Voelter et. al. 

further extended the characteristics [24][25] and compared the ease of extending and 

composing domain-specific languages for embedded systems with a code-centric 

approach [26]. The results in Voelter’s study indicate significant improvements in 

development effort. However, the study is based on an example with limited scope. 

Simonyi et.al [15] introduced Intentional Software, a language workbench evolving 

the ideas of Intentional Programming [27]. An evaluation of the maturity of language 

workbenches was conducted by Stoffel [28]. Stoffel listed issues of language work-

benches involving integration of language workbenches with existing tool chains, 

refactoring DSLs, support for debugging and unit-testing.  

The benefits of DSLs are a well-known area of the subject. Kärnä et. al. [29] eval-

uated the use of DSLs in industrial context, which showed improvement in produc-

tivity, usability, quality and error prevention compared to a non-DSL approach. Fur-

ther studies in DSLs using graphical notation, domain-specific modeling languages, 

such as Caprio [30], Tolvanen et. al. [31] [32] and textual notation such as Hermans 

et. al. [33] confirms the findings to a varying degree. 

The high costs of constructing DSLs have been covered by several studies. Mernik 

et. al. [34] identified problems in current language systems to support the creation of 

DSLs and concludes that process of creating DSLs is still complex and costly. A simi-

lar conclusion was made by Wu et. al. [35] stated that although maintainability of 

DSLs is improved using DSLs tools, the development of DSLs is still complex. 

Usability of language workbenches based on projectional editing is an issue recog-

nized by Voelter et. al. [13]. To our knowledge there are no published studies on the 

area of usability. 

7 Conclusion 

MDE has shown to increase productivity. However the high cost of implementation, 

maintenance as well as training of modeling tools have been hurdles from widespread 

adoption of MDE. In this study, we investigated the influences on software process 

quality (end-to-end speed, development effort, error prevention) for which the latest 

generation of MDE technology, language workbenches, has on MDE-based software 

interface definition processes in the context of large-scale embedded systems. This 

study was conducted as a single-case case study at Ericsson AB where we identified 

inhibitor of speed and quality in a certain interface definition process, implemented a 

proof of concept using Intentional Domain Workbench to address the identified inhib-

itors, re-engineered the interface definition process to support the proof of concept, 

conducted a usability study for evaluation and compared the development effort using 

2nd-generation modeling tool based on estimations.  

Our results show that language workbench technology has positive impact on sev-

eral aspects compared to the current tooling environment: 



 

 

 The speed in development of domain specific tooling, increased significantly due 

to its flexible projections, agility to change and mixing DSLs. These benefits of 

language workbenches facilitate rapid software development process re-

engineering.  

 The end-to-end speed for defining interface definitions improved due to tailored 

projections and the introduction of automation which eliminates manual tasks in 

the process. Feature developers get faster turnaround for requested changes and 

model developers get fewer intermediate steps. Product owners get increased end-

to-end speed and information quality in the development of new product features. 

 Improved communication, understanding and perception among the different roles 

in the process due to flexible projections can be tailored for different needs. 

 Usability of projectional editing is considered satisfactory for the majority of users. 

Furthermore, for modeling researchers, this study is an empirically example on the 

benefits of a multiple viewpoint based MDE solution compared to a classic transfor-

mation based solution.  
Further studies are necessary to strengthen our conclusions such as formal experi-

ments involving actual deployment. 
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Appendix A. Development Effort Estimation  
 

Goal 

Provide rough estimates of development effort for a technical equivalent developed using 2
nd

 generation 

modeling tools (EMF based approach) providing the same value (see table below) as the MOM 

Workbench. 

 

 Rough estimates will be used as index:  “Using approach K takes X more/less effort than 

approach M…” 

 

Guidelines and Constraints for Estimations 

 

 Developer background: A team member with Ericsson experience of the current tooling 

environment (EMF-based). 

 

 Plugins/Technologies  

If you use EMF-based plugins not part of the current tooling environment as estimates: 

o Include the plugin if you believe that it would be feasible and realistic to use in a 

development team at Ericsson. 

o Also, include the training effort it would take for the developer to be able to use the 

plugin. 

 

 Relate to development effort from previous development tasks 

How long time did it take to for previous development tasks with similar conditions? 

 

 Assumptions 

Tell us about the assumptions that you made to arrive to the estimates. 

 

 Value of MOM Workbench Current tooling 

 

 

 

Meta model for MOM and delta MOM 

with validation rules 

 

Delta model consistent with MOM 

model (Delta model reference actual 

MOM model) 

 

 

 

Model with delta info 

 

Activity/Value 

 

 

Effort (person week) 

 

Define the domain 

(MOM, deltaMOM)  

 

 

 

Modify the meta model 

so delta information 

can be added to MOM 

model. 

 

(One MOM model 

 



with many delta 

information) 

 

 

Implement validation 

rules 

 

 

 

 

Total Effort:  

  

Remove manual transformation from 

delta model to model 

(i.e. Merge information in delta model to 

MOM model) 

 

 

 

Activity/Value 

 

 

Effort (person week) 

 

M2M transformations 

to “merge” changes in 

delta model to MOM 

model 

 

 

 

Total Effort:  

  

 

Projection for Feature Expert 

 

 

“CPI-view”.  

 

Activity/Value 

 

 

Effort (person week) 

 

Present same or similar 

information as the CPI 

of MOM 

 

 

 

 

Present same of similar 

information as delta 

MOM 

 

 

 

Define delta 

information to MOM 

model. 

 

 

 

Total Effort: 

  

Projection for Review Group  

 

 

 

Activity/Value 

 

 

Effort (person week) 



 

Present summary of 

changes in deltaMOM 

 

 

 

Present comparison of 

deltaMOMs.  

 

 

 

Add additional 

information to 

deltaMOM such as 

comments and 

status(Created, 

Committed, Closed, 

etc) 

 

 

Validate model and 

present validation 

result. 

. 

 

 

Total Effort:  

  

 

 

Projection for Model Developer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Activity/Value 

 

 

Effort (person 

week) 

 

Preview how delta 

information would be 

merged to MOM model. 

 M2M 

transformation to 

an “intermediate 

model” 

 

 

 

Select delta model to 

merge with MOM model. 

(GUI and commands to 

invoke transformations) 

 

 

 

 

 

Total Effort: 

 

 

 




